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iAbstract
Recently, there has been a lot of interest to computationally study ice and icelike systems.
Simulating such structures, using ab initio methods require atomic level models. However,
creating adequate models for ice is challenging, as there are a huge number of isomers for
any ice formation. Two factors contribute to the number of isomers: (i) the positions of
oxygens that give rise to various crystal structures, and (ii) the possibilities for hydrogen atom
positions for each crystal structure. The second factor means that many nearly degenerate
“proton configurations” exist for ice. Consequently, large entropy can be observed for ice at
normal temperatures. However, because of the large energetic barriers between different proton
configurations, ’residual’ entropy can be measured even at 0 K.
In this thesis, the proton configurational disorder in ice and icelike systems is studied com-
putationally using ab initio methods. In addition, a computer program is developed to aid in
the generation and analysis of proton configurations. The systems discussed in the four articles
of this thesis are the normal ice (ice Ih), protonated and neutral ice clusters, and icelike systems
on surfaces.
In the case of ice Ih, the ordering to the lowest energy configuration (ice XI) and the
claimed ferroelectricity of this configuration are studied using ice films with and without natrium
hydroxide dopants. Calculations with ice films on platinum surfaces were also performed.
According to my results, ice XI is not ferroelectric, although NaOH and the Pt(111) substrate
are observed to cause some ordering.
In the context of ice clusters, phenomena behind the abundance of the ’magic number
clusters’, observed in experiments, are studied. The results indicate that the protonated cluster
energetics are dominated by the local geometry of the H9O
+
4 Eigen complex, which prefers
a near-planar orientation. In addition, the number of hydrogen bonds in a cluster is seen
to affect the energetics. However, a proton configurational analysis indicates that the cluster
energetics are also affected by the entropy caused by the number of proton configurations.
The icelike systems containing less than four-fold coordinated water molecules are studied,
and relationships are established between ’hydrogen bond connectivity parameters’ and proton
configuration energetics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The atmospheric pressure and temperature on Earth are close to the triple point of water.
Therefore, water can be observed on Earth in three phases: water, water-vapour, and ice. In
liquid and solid phases, the water molecules are held together by strong hydrogen bonds caused
mostly by electrostatic, but also by covalent, and van der Waals interactions.[1] The hydrogen
bonds give rise to the abnormally high boiling point (100 ◦C) of water when compared to
corresponding molecule of the next row in the periodic table, H2S (-60.7
◦C).[2]
The nature of hydrogen bonds is different in distinct phases of water. In the liquid state, the
structure is amorphous and hydrogen bonds are constantly breaking and forming, as molecules
rotate and diffuse. Despite this, the average number of hydrogen bonds per molecule is about
four in liquid.[3] In ice, the hydrogen bonding is static, as the low temperature inhibits the
molecules from rotating or moving freely. Thus, the number of hydrogen bonds remains constant
and the directions of the monomers are fixed. Although amorphous ice can be synthesized,[4–
6] in the thermodynamic equilibrium, ice possesses a crystalline lattice, in which the Bernal-
Fowler “ice-rules” are fulfilled.[7, 8] This means that between two oxygen atoms in ice, there
is only one hydrogen atom, which is covalently bonded to one and hydrogen bonded to the
other oxygen atom. Ice appears in multiple phases in different conditions (Figure 1.1). In
atmospheric pressures and temperatures, the most common is the hexagonal ice, denoted as ice
Ih (one h).[2]
In addition to different lattice structures, there is another source of isomerism for ice, as
for each crystal lattice, there is more than one way of arranging the molecules. In fact, the
number of ice-rule fulfilling isomers, i.e., “proton configurations” for a fixed lattice, can be
huge. For example, the number of proton configurations in hexagonal ice of N molecules is
approximately ( 32 )
N .[8] Thus, the configurations form a large statistical ensemble of nearly
energetically degenerate configurations. One could assume that at 0 K, the structure would
reduce to a single lowest energy configuration. However, at low temperatures, where the energy
gained in ordering (∆E) prevails the entropic effects (∆E > T∆S), the potential energy barriers
effectively prevent the transformation from one configuration to another. Because of this,
residual entropy is observed in ice.[9, 10]
In alkali-metal doped ice, the potential energy barriers can be overcome. Therefore, the
residual entropy vanishes, transforming the ice to a single low-energy configuration, making it
“proton-ordered“. In some speculations, such ordered phase of ice Ih (ice XI) is considered to
possess the CmC21 space group,[11–18] which would make the structure ferroelectric.[19] Thus,
ice XI has been considered to participate in the planet formation.[19] In the article IV of this
thesis, the structure and formation of ice XI is analysed. According to our results, ice XI is
non-polar and antiferroelectric.
In addition to solid ice, the problem of proton disorder appears in ”icelike“ systems, includ-
ing the 21-molecule ”magic number“ clusters[20, 21] and icelike systems observed on surfaces
of nanomaterials. Examples of such systems are, for example, ice-nanodots appearing on metal
/ boron nitride (BN) surfaces[22–24] and icelike nanosystems that form inside carbon nan-
otubes.[25–27] These finite systems have interesting features, like ferroelectricity due to the
confinement to nanoscale. In the third article of this thesis, a process for finding the lowest
energy structure for nanoscale icelike systems is demonstrated using the nanodot on the BN
film system. In articles I and II, 20-molecule ice clusters are studied using density functional
1
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Figure 1.1: The phase diagram of water.[3] In the figure, the red lines are the phase transition
conditions between different phases of water.
theory (DFT) and second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2).
When ice and icelike systems are simulated computationally, the problem of proton disorder
is encountered when generating model structures. This thesis is dedicated to study the effect
of proton disorder on reactivity and stability of ice and icelike systems, and to develop suitable
computational tools for these tasks. Chapter 2 of this thesis introduces the computational
methods used. Chapter 3 discusses the proton configurational entropy in ice. In Chapter 4, an
algorithm used in the generation of symmetry independent proton configurations is introduced
with improvements developed to it as published in article III. The Chapter 5 presents the
systems studied in the articles of this thesis and discusses the accuracy of the computational
methods used.
Chapter 2
Electronic Structure Calculations
Two methods for calculating electronic structures were employed: density functional theory
(DFT)[28, 29] and Møller-Plesset second order perturbation theory (MP2)[30]. The calculations
were performed using GPAW,[31, 32] TurboMole,[33] and CP2K[34] software packages. In this
section, the foundations of MP2 and DFT are described.
2.1 Time Independent Schro¨dinger Equation
When relativistic effects are ignored, the motion of the electrons and nuclei are described by
the Schro¨dinger equation
(2.1) HˆΨ = EΨ,
where the quantities Hˆ and E are the Hamiltonian operator and the corresponding energy
for a system with nuclei and electrons, described by the wavefunction Ψ. The Hamiltonian
operator is dependent on the coordinates of these particles and consists of the kinetic energy
operators for the nuclei (Tˆn) and the electrons (Tˆe), the potential energy operators Vˆne, Vˆnn,
and Vˆee representing the attraction between nuclei and electrons, repulsion between nuclei, and
repulsion between electrons, respectively. Thus,
(2.2) HˆΨ = (Vˆne + Vˆnn + Vˆee + Tˆn + Tˆe)Ψ = EΨ.
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the kinetic energy operator of nuclei Tˆn is set to
zero and Vˆnn is constant for a fixed nuclei configuration. This approach is adopted because
the speeds of the nuclei are significantly slower than those of electrons, and thus the nuclei
movement can be ignored. Because the addition of a constant term to the operator only
alters the eigenvalues (not the eigenfunctions), Equation 2.1 reduces to solving the electronic
eigenvalue problem
(2.3) HˆelecΨelec = (Vˆne + Vˆee + Tˆe)Ψelec = EelecΨelec,
whose solution gives the electronic wave function Ψelec. The objective of electronic structure
calculations is to solve this equation.
2.2 Hartree-Fock Method
In the Hartree-Fock method, the Hamiltonian operator is split into N single electron hamil-
tonians hi containing the one-electron kinetic energy tˆi, electron-electron potential υˆee,i, and
electron-nuclei potential υˆne,i,j energy terms for the electron i
(2.4) hˆi = tˆi + υˆee,i +
M∑
j
υˆne,i,j ,
3
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where M is the number of nuclei in the system.
The spin orbitals χi (containing the information of the shape and the spin of the system)
and the corresponding energies i can be obtained by solving
(2.5) hˆiχi = iχi.
With the solutions to the one-electron eigenvalue equations, the ground state wavefunction
Ψ can be obtained from a Slater determinant formed by N spin orbitals χi with the lowest
energies i and the total energy as a sum of the energies of these occupied orbitals. Using the
Slater determinant
(2.6) Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xN ) =
1√
N !
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ1(x1) χ2(x1) · · · χN (x1)
χ1(x2) χ2(x2) · · · χN (x2)
...
...
. . .
...
χ1(xN ) χ2(xN ) · · · χN (xN )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
where xi are the positions of the electrons, to describe the N spin orbitals ensures that the
permutation of two electrons makes the wavefunction to change its sign, i.e., makes sure that
the Pauli exclusion principle is fulfilled.
Solving the appropriate equations for the electronic problem is not straightforward, as a
problem arises from the electron-electron potential energy operator υˆee,i, which is a complicated
entity depending on the positions of all electrons. Because of this, in the Hartree-Fock method,
this potential is formulated in such a way that an electron sees only the other electrons as
an average field. Therefore, each single-electron operator hˆi depends on the orbitals of other
electrons, i.e., the problem is not linear and scales as M4, where M is the number of basis
set functions (see Section 2.5). This nonlinearity is the reason why the equations are solved
iteratively. The process of solving the Hartree-Fock equations is called the self-consistent-field
(SCF) method.[35]
The SCF method starts with an initial guess for the orbitals, from which the N Hartree-Fock
equations (Equation 2.5) are simultaneously solved. The new orbitals obtained as a solution
are closer to the real solution of the problem than the initial guess. Thus, by repeatedly solving
Equation 2.5 by using the new solution as the input orbitals, the orbitals converge to the ones
used in the formulation of hi.[35]
The energy obtained by Hartree-Fock method EHF excludes a significant contribution known
as the correlation energy
(2.7) Ecorr = Eelec − EHF.
The obvious way to introduce correlation to the wavefunction of the system is to represent
it as a linear combination of multiple Slater-determinants.[35] These extra Slater determinants
represent the excited electronic states of the system. In methods like the ’coupled cluster’[36]
and ’configuration interaction’ electron correlation is included in this manner, but the compu-
tational requirements of these methods are too high for the purposes of this study. Because of
this, more approximative but less demanding methods such as MP2 and DFT are used.
2.3 MP2
The Møller-Plesset approach[30] to model correlation energy is based on the perturbation theory.
In the second order version of this approach, a correction term (E(2)) is added to the energy
obtained from the Hartree-Fock calculations
(2.8) EMP2 = EHF + E
(2).
In the previous equation, E(2) represents the sum of energies required for electronic double
excitations (between occupied and virtual orbitals)
(2.9) E(2) =
occ∑
i
occ∑
j>i
vir∑
a
vir∑
b>a
[(χiχj |χaχb)− (χiχa|χjχb)]2
i + j − a − b ,
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where  are the energies of corresponding orbitals χ.
In this thesis, the MP2 energies are used to give a reference of the magnitude of dispersion
forces.
2.4 DFT
The density functional theory defines the same energetics as the previously mentioned wave
function methods, but the electron density n is used as the basic concept instead of the electron
orbitals. The basis of DFT is defined by two Hohenberg-Kohn theorems.[28] The first one states
that the ground state electron density uniquely defines the external potential Vext (usually
consisting only of the nuclear potential) and the Hamiltonian. Thus, the total energy can be
written as
(2.10) E[n] = T [n] + Eee[n] + Vext[n],
where T [n] and Eee[n] are the kinetic and potential energy parts of the total energy. According
to the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, the ground state energy E0 is obtained only with the
ground state electron density n as the input, i.e., with trial density n˜ that is not equal with n
the computed energy is larger than the ground state energy
(2.11) E0 = E[n] ≤ E[n˜].
2.4.1 Kohn-Sham Equations
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems state the fundamentals of the density functional theory. Kohn
and Sham[29] proposed the use of single particle orbitals φi (known as Kohn-Sham orbitals),
whose energies i can be solved from one-electron equations
(2.12) hˆφi = iφi,
where hˆ is the Hamiltonian operator for the orbitals φi.
Kohn and Sham further reformulated the total energy equation so that the kinetic energy T
is separated to the kinetic energy of non-interacting particles Ts and to the corrections caused
by the interaction of electrons. In addition, a distinction between classical coulomb potential
J [n] and the non-classical effects is made. With these, the Equation 2.10 can be rewritten as
(2.13) E[n] = Ts[n] + J [n] + Exc[n] + Vext[n].
where the term Exc[n] is the exchange and correlation energy that contains the correlation
energy defined in Equation 2.7 and the energy change caused by the exchanging of two electrons.
For practical purposes, the term can written as
(2.14) Exc[n] = (T [n]− Ts[n]) + (Eee[n]− J [n]).
If Exc[n] were known, the exact energy for system with electron density n could be obtained
with Equation 2.13. However, the exact form of Exc[n] remains unknown and thus it has to be
approximated.
2.4.2 Local Density Approximation
The most fundamental and simple exchange and correlation functional is the local density
approximation (LDA). The LDA assumes that the electron density can be treated as uniform
electron gas n(r), i.e., the function describing the density varies slowly. The total exchange
and correlation energy in this approximation is obtained by integrating the local exchange and
correlation energy LDAxc multiplied with n(r) over all space
(2.15) ELDAxc [n] =
∫
drn(r)LDAxc (n(r)).
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2.4.3 Generalized Gradient Approximation
The average error in the LDA energetics is a bit smaller than that of the Hartree-Fock method.[37]
However, with small improvements to the exchange and correlation functional, energetics can
be enhanced by an order of magnitude without any essential additional computational cost.
The use of the local gradients of electron density (∇n(r)) is such improvement. The functionals
exploiting the local gradients are known as generalized gradient approximations (GGAs). The
GGA energies can be written as
(2.16) EGGAxc [n] =
∫
drn(r)GGAxc (n(r),∇n(r)).
In addition to the usage of the gradient, another common feature of GGAs is that the integrals
of Fermi and Coulomb holes are required to possess physically correct values of -1 and 0.[38]
The PBE (Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof )[39] and PW91 (Perdew-Wang 1991 ) [40] function-
als used in this thesis are generalized gradient approximations (GGAs). These functionals are
non-empirical, i.e., the parameters used in the definition of PBE and PW91 are not fitted to ex-
perimental data but are chosen to fulfill physical requirements defined for exchange-correlation
functionals in the literature. The correlation and exchange parts of the functionals are built up
on the terms of LDA.[38]
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the GGAs describe the energetics significantly
better than LDA and the Hartree-Fock method. This can be seen by comparing root mean
square errors (RMSE) of atomization energy, ionization potential, and electron and proton
affinity calculations for a comprehensive set of 407 compounds: for LDA and the Hartree-Fock
method calculations, the RMSE are respectively 439 and 609 kJ/mol.[37] The corresponding
PW91 and PBE errors, however, are only 80 and 87 kJ/mol.[37]
2.4.4 Dispersion Corrections
The GGAs improve the description of molecules in DFT significantly. However, because of the
nonlocal nature of the correction, the effects between electrons at large distances are not taken
correctly into account. Due to this, the GGAs have to be modified with additional corrections.
In this thesis, three different approaches were employed to take into account the van der Waals
forces. The methods used are referenced here as DFT-D3,[41] TS09 (Tkatchenko and Scheﬄer
2009),[42] and vdW-DF2 (the second version of van der Waals density functional)[43]. In the
following, we decribe the two more frequently used corrections: DFT-D and TS09.
DFT-D
The most commonly employed method to introduce the dispersion is the DFT-D approach.
This method uses pairwise potentials to formulate an additive energy correction
(2.17) EvdW = −1
2
∑
A,B,A6=B
fdamp(RAB , R
(0)
A , R
(0)
B )C6ABR
−6
AB
where R
(0)
A and R
(0)
B are the van der Waals-radii of atoms A and B separated by the distance
of RAB . The C6AB quantity is the C6 potential coefficient for these atoms and fdamp is a
function that limits the effect of Equation 2.17 to long ranges. The C6 coefficients are obtained
by fitting the parameter values to experimental (or high accuracy quantum chemical method)
binding energies. In the original method,[44] fdamp takes the form
(2.18) fdamp(RAB , R
(0)
A , R
(0)
B ) =
1
1 + e−α(RAB/(R
(0)
A +R
(0)
B )−1)
,
where the parameter α value is usually set to 23.
In the second version of this correction,[45] called the DFT-D2-method, the damping func-
tion was changed to
(2.19) fdamp(RAB , R
(0)
A , R
(0)
B ) =
s6
1 + e−α(RAB/(R
(0)
A +R
(0)
B )−1)
,
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where the α is set to 20 and s6 is a parameter varying with the exchange and correlation
functionals. For PBE, BLYP, and B3LYP functionals, the values of s6 are 0.75, 1.2, and 1.06,
respectively.
In the latest version of the correction[41] (DFT-D3), the C8 parameters are included to the
formulation of the energy term:
EvdW = −1
2
∑
A,B,A6=B
[fdamp,6(RAB , R
(0)
A , R
(0)
B )C6ABR
−6
AB
+fdamp,8(RAB , R
(0)
A , R
(0)
B )C8ABR
−8
AB ].
(2.20)
In addition, the C6AB dispersion coefficients are dependent on the coordination numbers of
atoms A and B, and a new damping function is introduced, i.e.,
(2.21) fdamp,n(RAB , R0AB) =
sn
1 + 6(RAB/(sR,nR0AB))−αn
,
where R0AB =
√
C8AB
C6AB
, and variables α6, α8, and sR,8 possess fixed values of 14, 16, and 1,
respectively. The s6, s8, and sR,6 values depend on the choice of the XC-functional.
Tkatchenko and Scheﬄer Model
The Tkatchenko and Scheﬄer correction [42] has essentially the same form as the DFT-D2
functional correction formula (Equation 2.17). However, the dispersion coefficients, and the
damping function depend on charge density. This allows the correction to take the environments
of the atoms into account. The polarizibility of atoms (αA), dispersion coefficients (C6AA), and
atomic radii (R
(0)
A ) are calculated with the help of the corresponding values for free atoms (α
free
A ,
Cfree6AA, and R
(0, free)
A ):
(2.22) αA = vAα
free
A ,
(2.23) C6AA = v
2
AC
free
6AA,
(2.24) R
(0)
A = (
αA
αfreeA
)
1
3R
(0,free)
A .
In the previous equations, the vA quantities are effective atom volumes
(2.25) vA =
∫
r3wA(r)n(r)d
3r∫
r3nfreeA (r)d
3r
,
where n(r) is the total electron density and nfreeA (r) is the spherically averaged electron density
of a neutral free atom of species A. The corresponding Hirshfeld weight wA is defined as:
(2.26) wA(r) =
nfreeA (r)∑
B n
free
B (r)
.
The dispersion coefficients for atoms of different elements can be obtained with
(2.27) C6AB =
2C6AAC6BB
αB
αA
C6AA +
αB
αA
C6BB
.
2.5 Basis Sets
In practical quantum chemistry calculations, wavefunctions are often expressed as linear com-
binations of basis functions. The set of such functions is known as a basis set. For example, in
the Hartree-Fock method described above, the Slater determinant is built of occupied molecular
orbitals (MOs), i.e., the basis set of the calculation consists of the occupied MOs. In the SCF
iteration, the coefficients for each of the basis set functions are determined to minimize the
electronic energy.
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To achive the best representation of the wavefunction, the basis set should be infinite.
However, the calculation of the electron-electron repulsion term (υˆee,i) is expensive (scales as
N4, where N is the size of the basis set). Thus, reducing the basis set size is desirable.
One of the usual choices for the basis functions are the Gaussian functions
(2.28) f(r) = ce−αr
2
,
where c and α are the coefficients. Gaussians are a good choice for a basis set from a computa-
tional point of view. This is because product of two Gaussian functions is also Gaussian, and
because there are methods for fast evaluation of Gaussian integrals.[46, 47] However, the use of
a single Gaussian to represent an entire hydrogenic orbital does not result to desired behavior
due to its form: (i) the spherical 1s orbital has a cusp at r = 0, whereas the right derivative
of Gaussian orbital approaches 0, (ii) at long distances from the orbital center, the Gaussian
function dies off too soon, due to the second power in the exponential, and (iii) orbitals that
possess both negative and positive values cannot be represented. Such an entity is, for example,
the 2s orbital, which has negative values near r = 0 and positive farther away.[35]
A solution to overcome the problems described above is to use multiple Gaussians to describe
one orbital: the cusp can be represented with a Gaussian with large α values, the wavefunction
behaviour at large r values can be reproduced with small α values, and different Gaussians can
represent positive and negative wavefunction values. Basis sets, where orbitals are represented
as linear combinations of two, three, or four Gaussian functions, are called double-ζ, triple-ζ,
and quadruple-ζ basis sets, respectively.[35]
The basis sets used in this thesis[48] are double-ζ or triple-ζ sets with one or two additional
functions to allow better polarization. We employ heavily the molecularly-optimized, double-ζ
polarized and short-range (MOLOPT-DZVP-SR) basis set.[48] In this basis set, each orbital is
constructed of two Gaussian functions, and another function to allow better polarization. In
addition, the basis set is intended to account for short ranges only (denoted by SR in the basis
set name). This is done to make the evaluation of the integrals faster. The performances of
basis sets for the studied systems are compared in Section 5.3.
Chapter 3
Hydrogen Bonding in Ice
In a hydrogen bond, a hydrogen atom is attracted to two atoms, and acts as a bridge between
them.[1] The interaction is mostly electrostatic, but it contains some elements of covalent and
van der Waals interactions. The energy gained by forming a hydrogen bond ranges between 0.25
and 40 kcal/mol (1 kcal/mol = 4.184 kJ/mol).[1] By the definition of Pauling,[49] a hydrogen
atom is between two electronegative atoms like oxygen, fluorine, or nitrogen atoms. Such a
bond is formed between the oxygen atoms of water molecules.
When hydrogen bonding in ice is discussed, we refer to the molecule contributing the hy-
drogen atom to the bond as ’donor’, while the other molecule is known as ’acceptor’. A water
molecule in ice forms four hydrogen bonds. In two bonds, it acts as donor, and in the other
two it is the acceptor, making it a double donor double acceptor (AADD) species (Figure 3.1).
The four hydrogen bonds a water molecule in ice forms, allow six different possibilities for
the orientation of each molecule (Figure 3.1). As a result, a formation of ice with N molecules
possesses 6N different possibilities to arrange the hydrogen atoms. These isomers are known as
’proton configurations’. The Bernal-Fowler ice rules limit the number of proton configurations
by prohibiting some of the isomers,[7, 8] specifically the configurations containing Bjerrum-
defects,[50] i.e., two or zero hydrogen atoms occupying the space between two neighboring
oxygen atoms (Figure 3.2).
In Chapter 4, we use the orientations of each molecule as basic variables, i.e., a molecule-
centric approach. However, there is an alternative bond-centric approach, used in literature
described in the next section (Section 3.1), that uses the bond directions as the fundamental
variables. As there are 2N bonds (two donated bonds per molecule), of which each has two
possible directions, there are 22N alternatives to orient the hydrogen bonds. In the bond-
centric approach, the configurations, where the number of covalently bonded hydrogen atoms
per molecule is not two, are forbidden. For example, a water molecule forming four hydrogen
bonds has 24 = 16 ways to orient the bonds. However, in only six of these isomers, the central
molecule has two covalently bonded hydrogen atoms. The allowed configurations are represented
in Figure 3.1.
In this chapter, I will discuss the residual entropy caused by the proton configurations, and
the effects behind the electronic energy differences among proton configurations.
3.1 Residual Entropy of Ice
According to Pauling[8], in ordinary conditions, all W ice-rule fulfilling proton configurations
of regular hexagonal ice (ice Ih) are energetically nearly degenerate. As a consequence, the W
proton configurations contribute to the entropy S of ice according to the Boltzmann relation
for entropy
(3.1) S = kB lnW,
where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Ordering to the low-energy proton configuration of the hexagonal ice, known as ice XI, has
been observed at temperatures below 78 K in alkali metal hydroxide (MOH) doped ice.[11–
17] The transformation between configurations is possible, because of the ionic OH− defects
introduced to the system. These ionic defects move in the ice via the Grotthuss mechanism.[51]
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Figure 3.1: Possible orientations of a four-fold coordinated water molecule in ice-rule fulfilling
environments. The red spheres denote the highlighted oxygen atoms and small white circles
denote the hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen bonds are marked with purple dashed tubes.
Figure 3.2: The (a) D (doppelbesetze = doubly occupied) and (b) L (leere = empty) Bjerrum
defects.[50]
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Figure 3.3: The Grotthuss mechanism: hydrogen bonds in the mechanism path invert their
direction by simultaneous dissociation/association. In the figure, the red and white spheres
mark oxygen and hydrogen atoms, respectively.
In this mechanism, the hydrogen bonds, in the trajectory of the ionic defect, change their
direction via near-simultaneous dissociation and association (Figure 3.3), allowing the charge
to move through the chain.[51] The energetic barrier of this process is small, and thus it occurs
frequently.[50, 52]
Ordering ice without ionic particles requires Bjerrum defects (Figure 3.2).[50] In an ice
crystal at low temperatures, the concentration of such defects is negligible, as they are formed
via molecular rotation, which requires a significant amount of energy.[50] Consequently, the
ordering cannot occur and the entropy caused by the proton disorder remains even at 0 K. This
entropy is known as the residual or zero point entropy.[2]
To calculate the value of the residual entropy, the total number of configurations fulfilling
the ice rules, W , must be known. Pauling worked out the first estimate for W .[8] According to
it, for each of the 2N bonds in the crystal, there is a probability of 12 for it to fulfill the ice rules
when the orientations are assigned randomly. This is because in 25% of cases, a Bjerrum defect
of type L occurs (Figure 3.2), and in another 25%, a D-defect is created. Thus, for each of the
6N configurations the probability to fulfill the ice rules is (12 )
2N giving W = (6)N ( 12 )
2N = ( 32 )
N
and S = NkB ln
3
2 . Thus, the entropy S is R ln (
3
2 ) = 3.371J K
−1mol−1 for ice Ih.
The model introduced above is rather good. However, it disregards the ringlike hydrogen
bond paths in ice.[2] These cause the probability to fulfill the ice rules to be larger than 12
for the last molecule assigned to a closed ring. According to Hollins,[53] in hexagonal ice, the
presence of one ring causes a correction factor of (1 + 1729 ). In Ice Ih, there are 2N loops
present and thus W = ( 32 )
N (1 + 1729
2N
) = 1.5041N . With a series summation approach[54],
W = (1.50685± 0.00015)N and S = 3.4091± 0.0008 J K−1mol−1.
Both the initial and corrected values for the residual entropy agree with the experimental
value. As, for example, in an experimental study by Haida et al.,[10] the final result for entropy
is 3.41 ± 0.19 J K−1mol−1.
3.2 Hydrogen Bond Co-Operativity
Proton ordering occurs in doped ice.[11–17] This implies that some proton configurations are
energetically more stable than others. However, the energy differences are so small that they
do not matter in high temperatures, as they are overcome by the large entropy. The energy
differences have been verified to be small in DFT calculations, all proton configurations lying in
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Figure 3.4: The electron density of water molecule in vacuum. The positions of hydrogen and
oxygen cores are marked with black and red dots, respectively.
the range of 0.02 kcal mol−1 per molecule.[18] The energy differences suggest that the energy
gained from the formation of a hydrogen bond is not constant. Thus, accurate modelling with
a sum of pairwise interactions of single hydrogen bonds is not possible.[55] This is caused by
effects of neighbouring molecules, i.e., by the hydrogen bond co-operativity.
The two contributing factors to the hydrogen bond co-operativity are (i) electrostatic re-
pulsion between hydrogen atoms and (ii) polarization caused by hydrogen bonding. Many
empirical potentials have fixed charge positions, and thus they do not take the polarization into
account.[56] Considering polarization accurately is challenging, as the polarization is changed
upon each formed bond. Thus, it should be calculated in a manner similar to the self-consistent
field method (Section 2.2)[57]. In this section, the two effects are discussed.
The electron cloud around a water molecule in vacuum is almost spherical (Figure 3.4).
However, the cloud is slightly biased to the side where the hydrogen atoms lie. Despite this, the
hydrogen atoms have positive partial charges, as some electron density of the hydrogen atoms
is shifted towards the oxygen atom.
When a hydrogen bond forms between two water molecules (Figure 3.5), both donor and
acceptor are polarized significantly (Figure 3.6). Electron density near the hydrogen atom
involved in the bond is shifted towards the center of mass of the molecule, i.e., the donor
molecule is polarized in parallel to the bond. The acceptor molecule is polarized in the opposite
direction, as electron density is shifted towards the donor. As a consequence, the hydrogens at
the ends of the dimer are charged differently. Additionally, the dipole moments of the bonded
molecules grow when compared to a molecule in vacuum. In general, the polarization due to
the hydrogen bonding is large, as the dipole moment of an individual molecule can increase up
to 50% in ice Ih.[58]
The change in the polarization has a significant effect on the formation of the consecu-
tive hydrogen bonds. For example, if the electronic cloud of the acceptor molecule is slightly
repositioned away from the donor molecule, one could assume that the resulting bond will be
weaker.
The other factor contributing to the co-operativity is the electrostatic repulsion between
hydrogen atoms: it is energetically favorable for the hydrogens to occupy positions where the
distance to hydrogens of the neighboring molecules is maximal. For example, in the case of the
minimum energy conformer of the water dimer (Figure 3.5), the water molecules are oriented in
a manner that allows the free hydrogen of the donor molecule to point to a direction opposite
to the bisector of the acceptor molecule. This kind of orientation of the bonds is referred to as
’trans’, whereas ’cis’ is the configuration where the hydrogen distances are minimal.
The significance of the electrostatic repulsion between hydrogens is diminished when the
hydrogen atoms involved are more coordinated, as the polarization becomes the dominating
factor. Such is the case for solid ice, and three-fold coordinated clusters (like the dodecahedron
discussed in Section 5.2.1), although for both cases, the number of ’trans’ bonds has been seen
to have correlation with the electronic energy.[56, 61] However, the discussed structures are
special cases, where the effects of polarization and the electrostatic repulsion can be described
with the number of ’trans’ bonds. However, this is not the situation with all systems. Such
systems are discussed in the next section (Section 3.3).
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Figure 3.5: A water dimer in its optimal ’trans’-geometry with intermolecular distance and
angle.[59, 60]
Figure 3.6: The charge transfer due to the hydrogen bonding in a water dimer (Figure 3.5). The
changes in the charge are calculated by reducing the electron densities of individual molecules
from the electron density of the entire system. The positions of hydrogen and oxygen cores are
marked with black and red dots, respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Possible bonding types of less than four-fold coordinated water molecules in ice-rule
fulfilling environments. The red circle denotes the highlighted oxygen and small white circles
denote the hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen bonds are marked with purple dashed tubes.
3.3 Hydrogen Bond Connectivity Parameters
As discussed in the previous section, the energy differences among different proton configura-
tions in ice are minimal. However, on surfaces of ice and icelike systems, low-coordinated water
molecules with coordination numbers smaller than four are present. The smaller coordination
number introduces larger variations to the energetics among proton configurations. These can
be attributed to different bonding patterns of molecules, as less than four-fold coordinated
molecules have multiple ways to form the hydrogen bonds (Figure 3.7). Three-fold coordinated
molecules allow two types of bonding profiles for a single molecule: (i) AAD (double acceptor,
donor) species, in which one hydrogen is not participating in hydrogen bonding, and (ii) the
ADD species in which there is a vacant acceptor site. The two-fold coordinated molecules fea-
ture AD, AA, and DD systems. The one-fold coordinated molecules are either acceptors (A) or
donors (D).
By forming hydrogen bonds between molecules having varying coordination numbers, a
broad variety of bond types can be formed. For example, a bond between a three-fold and
a four-fold coordinated molecules can have four different types: AAD→AADD, ADD→AADD,
AADD→AAD, and AADD→ADD.
In DFT studies of ice clusters, the hydrogen bonding of the less than four-fold coordinated
molecules has been found to dominate the proton configuration energetics.[62, 63] In such stud-
ies, the numbers of bond types, i.e., ’hydrogen bond connectivity parameters’ (HBCs), are
useful in describing energetics.[62, 64–67] A few HBCs have been found to possess remarkable
effect on the energetics. For example, AAD-AAD and ADD-ADD bonds have been identified as
weak bonds. In addition, bonds in which an AAD molecule is the donor and the AADD is the
acceptor (AAD→AADD) are undesirable. Likewise, the AADD→ADD bonds are energetically
unfavorable.[62, 63] When water molecules form sequences containing more than one weak con-
nection (AAD-AAD-AAD, ADD-ADD-ADD, AAD-AAD→AADD) the energy cost is even larger.
Although the chains of two and three molecules dominate the energy, relationships between
hydrogen bond connectivity parameters of higher order and the electronic energy have been
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Figure 3.8: Charge transfer due to formation of hydrogen bonds in a pentagon of three-fold
coordinated molecules. In panels (a) and (b) there are one and two AAD-AAD bonds present,
respectively. The large polarization of the acceptor molecules of AAD-AAD bonds are high-
lighted with dashed lines. The positions of the hydrogen and oxygen atoms are marked with
black and red dots, respectively.
established.[63]
The preference of ’dangling hydrogens’ and ’dangling oxygens’ to be as far away from each
other as possible, i.e., the preference for trans bonds, is not unique for clusters, as same kind of
effect has been observed in calculations of ice films.[68] The situation on the surfaces of these
films is, however, different, as three-fold coordinated molecules are not nearest neighbors with
each other, but are separated with one four-fold coordinated molecule.[69]
The dependence of energy on the HBCs can be attributed to two effects discussed in the
previous section. (i) Electrostatic repulsion between dangling hydrogens or oxygens, and (ii) the
polarization of the water molecules by the surrounding environment. The electrostatic repulsion
could be intuitively thought to be the main cause for this effect, when considering the AAD-AAD
and ADD-ADD bonds only. However, the weakness of AAD→AADD and AADD→ADD bonds
gives a reason to believe that the polarization plays a significant role in this phenomenon. As if
the polarization would be similar, there should be no differences in energetic preference of such
bonds and their more favorable alternatives (AAD←AADD and AADD←ADD).
The role of the polarization can be verified by investigating the charge transfer caused by
the hydrogen bonding of the individual molecules. In Figure 3.8, the electron redistribution
caused by the hydrogen bonding is visualized for a five-membered ring of three-fold coordinated
molecules. The Figure 3.8 shows that in molecules that are acceptors in an AAD-AAD bond
a larger part of the electron cloud gets shifted towards the donated hydrogen-bond than in the
other bonds. In a chain with three similar molecules in a row, the effect is even more prominent
(see 3.8(b)).
The HBCs have also been found to affect the zero-point energies (ZPEs) of clusters.[62] For
clusters, the same HBCs that raise the electronic energy, lower the ZPE, the magnitude being
approximately a tenth of the change in electronic energy.
3.4 Graph Invariants
HBCs are basically graph invariants (introduced in [70]), i.e., functions of the hydrogen bonding
graph, whose values do not change when a symmetry operation of the graph is applied to a
proton configuration. In this section, the concept of graph invariants is introduced.
An icelike structure can be represented as a undirected graph, where graph vertices are the
molecule centres (oxygen atoms), and edges of the graph are the hydrogen bonds that connect
the molecules. In a specific proton configuration, the edges are assigned directions, depending
on the orientation of the hydrogen bond located on the edges. The variables containing the
information of the edge direction are known as bond variables, bi, which have values 1 and
-1 (and 0 if the direction has not been specified). Thus, the number of bond variables of a
structure is equal to the number of bonds in the formation (including dangling bonds).
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Graph invariants I are functions of the bond variables bi of a graph a which remain the
same, when any symmetry operation gα of the symmetry group G of graph a operates on it.
Formally
(3.2) gαI(bi) = I(bi), gα ∈ G.
For example, the number of AAD-AAD bonds is a graph invariant, as it depends on the bond
orientations and consequently on bond variables bi, and its value is unchanged when operated
with a symmetry operation of group G.
The generation of graph invariants is easy: a first order graph invariant Ir can be generated
for a using one of its bond variables br and symmetry operations gα of the group G
(3.3) Ir = I(br) = Cr
G∑
α=1
gαbr,
where Cr is the normalization constant. The Equation 3.3 generates an invariant, as applying
any operation gα of group G to all operations of the group G will produce each operation once.
Thus, operating Ir with any gα produces all operations used in the definition of Ir. Therefore,
it fulfills the definition of a graph invariant (Equation 3.2).
In general, graph invariants of order n can be generated similarly with help of n bond
variables. For example, the second and third order invariants two brbs and three arbitrary
bond variables brbsbt
Irs = Crs
G∑
α=1
gα(brbs)(3.4)
Irst = Crst
G∑
α=1
gα(brbsbt).(3.5)
The invariants are functions of the structure, whose values describe features and patterns
in the bonding in a proton configuration. Sometimes physical parameters, like an estimate
of the dipole moment of a cluster, can be extracted from them. However, the fact that they
account the bonding patterns and the possibility to automatically generate them, allows some
extraordinary applications. For example, the graph invariants have been used to study the
phase transition from ice Ih to its proton ordered counterpart ice XI and the same transition
in ice VII/VIII.[71] In the cited study, the energetics data from DFT calculations for smaller
unit cells were related to the graph invariants and then generalized for larger unit cells.
In this thesis, the graph invariants are used to aid the symmetry check of proton configura-
tion enumeration discussed in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Proton Configuration
Enumeration
In the proton configurational entropy studies, there are two major problems that must be solved
for different systems. Finding of the minimum energy proton configuration and determination
of the number of isomers that contribute to the residual entropy. To tackle these problems, there
are two different approaches. The transformation matrix (TM) approach,[72] which is good for
estimating W of Equation 3.1, and the enumeration algorithm, where the focus is on removing
the symmetry dependent structures and providing initial geometries for ab initio calculations.
In this chapter, I describe the enumeration algorithm and present the novel features introduced
to it in the third article of this thesis.
4.1 Symmetry Independent Proton Configuration Gener-
ation
The basic way to generate the symmetry independent proton configurations is the enumeration
algorithm:
1. Positions of N oxygen atoms are supplied for the algorithm as the only input structure.
2. A molecule or a bond, with an unspecified direction (no hydrogen atoms) is selected from
the structure.
3. All possibilities for the orientation of the molecule or the bond are tried for all input
structures. The resulting configurations that break the ice rules are discarded.
4. Symmetric results are removed from the result group.
5. If all the molecules/bond sites have been treated the execution is finished. Otherwise, all
symmetry-independent structures that fulfill the ice rules are given as an input for the
next iteration of the algorithm starting from step 2.
In the process described above, the symmetry check part is computationally the most de-
manding, as it scales in its basic form as O(n2). However, using the previously discussed graph
invariants[70] (Section 3.4) reduces the cost of the process, as only structures, for which all
invariant values are equal, can be symmetric with each other. Thus, splitting the proton con-
figurations in groups where all invariant values for each member are the same, decreases the
number of demanding symmetry checks. Consequently, the scaling of the process reduces to
O(n ln n).
4.1.1 Improvements
The computational cost of the symmetry check (step 4 in the algorithm represented above)
depends on two factors: (i) the number of proton configurations in the iteration and (ii) the
number of symmetry operations that have to be tested. In the paper III, two new ways to opti-
mize the symmetry check were introduced. The improvements reduce the number of symmetry
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Figure 4.1: A square molecule with given indices.
checks that have to be performed at each iteration by reducing the number of tested symmetry
operations. In this section, the two improvements are described.
The introduced methods take advantage of the fact that symmetry operations are permuta-
tion operations. A permutation operation changes the order of an ordered set of numbers.[73]
In the case of finding symmetric proton configurations, the ordered lists are the indices of the
molecule centers, i.e., the oxygen atoms. For example, let us introduce a planar square system
of four molecules with oxygen atoms indexed 1, 2, 3, and 4 in anticlockwise order (Figure 4.1).
The oxygen atom structure has the point group D4h, which contains (among others) a clockwise
C4 rotation operation. Applying this operation to the square rotates atom number 1 to the
location of atom 4, atom number 2 will replace atom 1, 3 will replace 2, and finally atom 4 will
replace atom number 3.
The system can be represented as an ordered list containing the atom indices. If an index i
is the jth number in the list, the atom with index i is in the original position of atom number j.
Thus, the initial state of the four molecule system described is 1234. The C4 operation for this
system can be reduced to a permutation operation, which in a general case is represented as
(abcd..yz). The notation means that the operation replaces a in the list abcd..yz by b, b by c, c
by d, ..., y by z and z by a. Thus the C4 operation is represented as (1234) and its application
to the original system can be written as
(4.1) (1234)1234 = 2341
In the enumeration process, the symmetry check can be performed after each execution step.
However, at some points, a symmetry operation cannot result in a system that is symmetric with
the original structure, as the corresponding permutation operation maps a molecule (or bond
orientation) with a specified direction to another that has no assigned direction. For example,
let us consider a square system, where hydrogens for molecules with indices 1 and 2 (at original
positions 1 and 2) have been assigned, i.e., the molecules at the original positions 1 and 2 are set
and molecules at the original positions 3 and 4 are unset (Figure 4.2(a)). This state of execution
is later referred as iteration 2. Performing a clockwise C4 operation to this system produces
a configuration where orientations are set for molecules at the original positions 1 and 4, and
molecules at the original positions 2 and 3 are unset (Figure 4.2(c)). Thus, the configurations
4.2(a) and 4.2(c) are not symmetric. The result is the same regardless of the positions the
hydrogen atoms of molecules indexed originally 1 and 2 are occupying. Because of this, checking
for clockwise C4 symmetry at this state is meaningless. Thus, this symmetry operation can be
ignored at this stage. The iterations of execution, where a symmetry operation is impossible
as above, can be found for each operation by inspecting the permutations of oxygen atoms
before starting the enumeration process. Temporarily ignoring the operations that permute
a set molecule to an unset original position reduces the computational cost significantly. For
example, in the case of the square model system, the total number of symmetry checks is
reduced by 40%.
Unlike the C4 operation (Figure 4.2(c)), the structure obtained with the σv operation of
Figure 4.2(b) can be found in the proton configurations at iteration 2, and the operation is pos-
sible. This is because the operation is composed of two atomic permutation operations, namely
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Figure 4.2: (a) Square molecule system with given orientations for two molecules, and the same
system after (b) σv operation and (c) C4 operation. The indices of molecules are marked with
white color, and the original positions of atoms are marked with black numbers.
Figure 4.3: Enumeration process tree with markings to explain self-symmetry. In the tree, each
node, representing a proton configuration, branches into six child proton configurations.
(12) and (34), of which (12) operates only on set and (34) operates only on unset molecules.
The operation σv is therefore included in the symmetry check of iteration 2, and consequently
one of the proton configurations represented in Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) is removed from the
process.
The removal of the symmetries in the middle of the enumeration process has interesting
consequences. To discuss these, let us note that two structures can only be symmetric via an
operation if symmetry is found for all set original positions of the two structures. Because of
this, a symmetry operation can be ignored, after it has been possible in a previous iteration
a, unless there are configurations that originate from an iteration a structure, which is self-
symmetric via the operation (Figure 4.3). In this context, being self-symmetric via operation
g means that a configuration c remains unchanged when it is operated with g, i.e.,
(4.2) gc = c.
For example, after the σv symmetric configurations have been removed in iteration 2, there
are no two configurations in the process that would have σv symmetric molecules 1 and 2.
Thus, two complete proton configurations (with directions assigned to all molecules) cannot be
symmetric via σv, if the two configurations do not originate from an iteration 2 configuration
that is self-symmetric via σv. Such iteration 2 isomers do not exist, as σv inverts the bond
between molecules indexed 1 and 2. This means that σv does not have to be tested after
iteration 2.
Although a proton configuration is always changed when operated with σv, there exist
proton configurations, which are self-symmetric via other symmetry operations. A couple of
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Figure 4.4: Square molecule systems with self symmetric proton configurations with respect to
σd (a) (24) and (b) (13) symmetry operations.
such isomers and corresponding symmetry operations are represented in Figure 4.4. In these
structures, performing the corresponding symmetry operations result in no change in atom
positions, only the atom indices (marked with white numbers after the symmetry operation)
are permuted.
In the enumeration process, the properties introduced above, can be employed effectively:
after the first time a symmetry operation g is possible, each self-symmetric configuration c is
separated from the main enumeration process, and symmetry via g is checked only within the
”child“ configurations of c when g is possible for the next time. From the symmetry check of all
other configurations, g can be permanently removed. For example, in the case of Figure 4.4(b),
upon enumerating the orientations for molecule 4, two of the resulting child configurations could
be symmetric via the σv, although, in this case, such configurations do not exist, as there is only
one ice-rule fulfilling child configuration. Any other two configurations in the process cannot
be symmetric via the σv operation.
The improvements introduced above give significant reductions in the computational cost
for the symmetry check. Especially in finite systems that have sub-symmetry near the center
of mass of the particle, the cost of the process is reduced to a tiny fraction when compared
to the original cost. Performance test results of the iteration process with and without the
improvements are represented in article III.
Chapter 5
Ice and Icelike Systems
In this chapter, I will represent the most important results of the articles of this thesis and
discuss the studied systems, namely the ice Ih, ice XI, and ice nanosystems. In the last section
of this chapter (Section 5.3), the accuracy of the used basis set, and exchange and correlation
functionals are discussed in the context of hydrogen bonding in ice.
5.1 Ice Ih and Ice XI
Ice has many different solid state phases, usually labeled with roman numbers (I, II, III, etc.).[2]
Of the phases, the ice Ih (Figure 5.1) is the most common, observed at temperatures and
pressures of the lower atmosphere.[2] In an ice Ih crystal, the oxygen atoms form hexagonal
rings structured in “bilayers” where every second molecule is hydrogen bonded to the bilayer
below and every second to the bilayer above.
The space group of the oxygen atoms in ice Ih is P63/mmc, and the primitive cell of the
crystal contains four molecules. In practical calculations, however, an orthorhombic unit cell
of eight water molecules is often used. In this cell, the lengths of the crystallographic axis are
a =
√
8
3dOO, b =
√
8dOO, and c =
8
3dOO, where dOO is the distance between two oxygen atoms.
The oxygen positions in this cell are tabulated in Table 5.1. Ice Ih is a proton disordered
phase, meaning that there are many nearly energetically degenerate ways to assign proton
configurations (see Chapter 3).
Most of the phases of ice are different crystal structures that can be obtained by increas-
ing pressure.[2] However, ice XI is the proton ordered ice Ih, i.e., the lowest energy proton
configuration that has been synthesized from alkali-metal hydroxide doped water solutions, at
temperatures below 72 K.[74–76] According to neutron diffraction studies[77, 78] and ab initio
calculations[18], the space group of this phase is CmC21 (5.2(a)). In this configuration, an
electric field is formed along the crystallographic axis c, and consequently, the phase is assumed
to be ferroelectric.[2]
Ice XI is considered to be the most stable proton configuration of ice Ih, but because of the
high kinetic barriers causing the residual entropy (see Section 3.1), accessing the configuration
from the disordered phase takes a very long period of time. Ice XI has been produced in
a b c
1/4 0 5/16
1/4 2/6 3/16
1/4 0 11/16
1/4 2/6 13/16
3/4 3/6 5/16
3/4 5/6 3/16
3/4 3/6 11/16
3/4 5/6 13/16
Table 5.1: Relative oxygen positions in the smallest orthorhombic cell.
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Figure 5.1: Top (a), and side views (b), (c) of oxygen positions in ice Ih lattice.
Figure 5.2: Two distinct proton configurations of ice Ih in the smallest orthorhombic cell. The
configurations in left and right are ferroelectric (CmC21) and antiferroelectric, respectively.
The red and white spheres denote oxygen and hydrogen atoms, respectively.
experiments by doping the water solution from which ice is formed with KOH (or some other
alkali metal hydroxide, referred to as MOH).[11–17] The reason why the doping is required to
synthesize proton ordered ice, is that the presence of OH− is considered to increase the rate of
proton transfer in ice, thus catalyzing the proton ordering of the ice crystal.
Ferroelectricity[4–6, 19] and proton ordering[79] have been detected in experiments on metals
like platinum[5, 6, 19] and copper[4]. In the reported cases, water is deposited on these metals
in temperatures below 100 K, and small electric fields are measured. In these temperatures,
amorphous ice is usually formed. Thus, it is possible that the structures featuring ferroelectricity
do not have crystalline structure.
DFT[18] calculations support the idea that ice XI is the most stable proton configuration.
However, the energy differences between the proton configurations are small, as in the case of
the eight molecule cell (Figure 5.2) all the 16 symmetry independent proton configurations lie
energetically in a range of 0.02 kcal/mol per molecule.[18] More importantly, the studies are
performed for periodic systems, where the effect of electrostatic forces caused by the parallel
alignment of the molecule dipoles are ignored. This is caused by the way the Poisson-equations
are solved. One way to overcome this problem in simulations, is to use ice films instead.
In the fourth article, we performed DFT calculations for ice Ih films with different magni-
tudes of ferroelectric ordering, i.e., films with varying fractions of parallely aligned hydrogen
bonds perpendicular to the surface. In the analysis, we used the order parameter
(5.1) f =
n↑ − n↓
n↑ + n↓
,
where n↑ and n↓ are the numbers of hydrogen atoms pointing towards vacuum above and
below the film, respectively. Parallel alignment of dipoles causes ferroelectricity. The geometry
optimized films were antiferroelectric (f = 0) or exhibiting various degrees of ferroelectricity
(0 < f ≤ 1). The results of the DFT simulations clearly indicated that ferroelectricity makes
ice unstable, as spontaneous dissociation of water molecules was observed for films with large f
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values. The instability of the films could also be seen in the energetics, as f and the electronic
energy W were observed to have a quadratic dependence (W ∝ f2). The reason for the
dependence lies in the depolarization field that is formed to oppose the electric field caused by
the ordering of the dipoles. Thus, the antiferroelectric case (f = 0) is the most stable.
The observation that the large f films are unstable implies that CmC21 cannot be the lowest
energy configuration of ice Ih. However, in the experiments discussed above, proton ordering is
observed. To study the phenomena behind the proton ordering in the presence of an additional
substance (MOH or Pt(111) surface), we performed ice-film calculations with included NaOH
or adsorption on the Pt(111) surface.
Calculations indicate that with NaOH doping the isomers with f > 0 are stabilized relative
to f = 0. The ions align to oppose the electric field caused by the ferroelectric ordering. Thus,
the case where the charges cancel the electric field completely is the energetically most stable,
and consequently the doped film has no net electric field. The cancelling effect of the MOH
is very limited, and with the small dopant concentrations used in experiments, the resulting f
value, should be negligible. Concluding, the doped ice contains effectively no parallel ordering
of water molecules, and even the slightest ordering would not cause ferroelectricity.
Although ferroelectric ordering was not observed, the calculations of article IV indicate
that the MOH species eliminates kinetic barriers between proton configurations. Especially the
hydroxide ions (OH−) are important, as in all geometry relaxations, the OH− species migrated
via Grotthuss mechanism (Figure 3.3) through the film to surface sites. The side product of
the migration is that the water molecules on the migration path change their direction, thus
promoting the reordering to the lowest energy configuration.
The presence of platinum also causes changes in relative stabilities of different f values.
The f values near f = 0 become almost energetically degenerate, with the lowest energy isomer
having f 6= 0. The reason for the energetic changes is different than for MOH, as no ions are
present to cancel the field: the presence of the metal screens the depolarization field, and a
slight polarization is favored in the ice film calculations with rather thin ice films deposited on
the surface. Upon the growth of the film, the ordering of the layers near the metal determine
the ordering of the subsequent layers, and the film could be trapped in a ferroelectric state.
However, it is likely that the spontaneous ionization of water molecules caused by the large
electric field would cause some reduction in the f value, and consequently reduction of the
electric field. Thus, it is unlikely that significant ferroelectric ordering of ice films would be
observed on metallic substrates.
5.2 Icelike Systems
There is significant interest related to nano scale icelike systems. Such systems are, for exam-
ple, the ice clusters,[20, 21, 80–90] and the icelike formations on various (including metallic,
semiconductor, and oxide) surfaces (see references in [91]).
One of the main efforts of this thesis was to study ice nano systems and the effect of proton
disorder in such systems. In this section, I discuss the research on this topic, and introduce
results related to these systems (discussed in articles I, II, and III of this thesis). I begin with
the 20 molecule clusters, the focus point of the articles I and II. After this, I will discuss a
system discussed in article III: ice nanodot on boron nitride (BN) film.
5.2.1 Ice Clusters
In mass spectrometry studies of protonated ice clusters, (H2O)nH
+, some cluster sizes have been
found to be unusually abundant.[20, 21] Such systems are known as “magic number clusters”.
The smallest magic number cluster is (H2O)21H
+. After the first discovery, the magic number
clusters have been extensively studied in the literature.[21, 80–90]
The location and nature of the excess proton is a key point when trying to resolve the
structure of positively charged ice clusters. According to literature,[92] the hydronium ion,
H3O
+, is bonded to three water molecules (as a DDD species) in its energy minimum, forming
an H9O
+
4 complex known as Eigen species.[92] In this species, the O-O distances between
the hydronium ion and the surrounding molecules are smaller than in the second solvation
shell.[86] In liquid water, the extra proton fluctuates between two molecules in an H5O
+
2 Zundel-
species.[93]
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Another discussion related to the origin of the magic number clusters, is whether the charged
cluster consists of an uncharged cluster that would accommodate the extra molecule. A cluster
closely related to such discussion is the morphology of (H2O)20 known as the ice dodecahe-
dron.[94] As the dodecahedron is a spherical structure consisting only of three-fold coordinated
molecules, one could easily think that it could include the extra charged particle in it. The
infrared absorption studies support this deduction, as all dangling hydrogens of the (H2O)21H
+
cluster are measured to lie in three-fold coordinated enviroments.[80–82]
In article I, the contributing factors to the energetics of the protonated clusters were studied,
using (H2O)20H
+ as the model system. To find if there was correlation between the correspond-
ing neutral cluster, we also studied the (H2O)20.
We performed a proton configurational analysis for the edge sharing pentagonal prisms
morphology (ESPP) (Figure 5.3), a morphology of (H2O)20 cited often as the most energetically
stable isomer.[95–100] We observed that of the 22960 proton configurations, the most stable
configurations have small, but non-vanishing dipole moments. In general, correlation between
dipole moment and electronic energy was established for this morphology.
To study the energetics of (H2O)20H
+, we designed protonated configurations from the
low-lying ESPP isomers, as well as for the lowest energy isomers of the dodecahedron (Figure
5.3).[101] We found out that the structure proposed in a previous empirical potential study
(Figure 5.4(a), referred to as WH+),[85] was lower in energy than the protonated ESPP and
dodecahedron structures.
The reason for the energy preference described above contains two factors: (i) the number
of hydrogen bonds in the cluster and (ii) the local orientation of the H9O
+
4 Eigen complex,
which prefers a near-planar configuration with three even H-O-H angles formed in the center
H3O
+ of the complex. In ESPP, although the coordination number is higher than in WH+,
the Eigen complex cannot achieve even a near-optimal position, as the angles between the
molecules are too sharp in the sites possible for the three-fold (DDD) coordinated hydronium.
The dodecahedron has optimal bonding angles for the complex, but the number of hydrogen
bonds is smaller than for WH+, making the cluster less stable than WH+. The energetic
factors (i) and (ii) also explain the shape of the magic number cluster (H2O)21H
+ (Figure
5.4(b)), which is a distorted dodecahedron that encapsulates a neutral water molecule.[85] This
shape allows the cluster to simultaneously have four-fold coordinated molecules and the H3O
+
in an optimal surface site.
The calculations of article I also confirmed that DFT and MP2 give similar energetic or-
dering. However, the absolute differences between different methods were rather large, because
of the dispersion is poorly modelled in uncorrected DFT. This error was largest in the systems
having internal cavities, such as the dodecahedron and its protonated counterpart.
In article II, we extended the (H2O)20 energetics analysis to all four morphologies of Figure
5.3. The starting point for the study was interesting, as previous ab initio calculations[95–100,
102, 103] give different results for the lowest energy morphology. According to these studies,
the energetic minimum for (H2O)20 is not the dodecahedron, as the experiments for protonated
clusters suggest. In fact, there are three morphologies with lower total energies, namely ESPP,
the face sharing pentagonal prisms (FSPP), and the fused cubes (FC). ESPP is usually found
to have the lowest electronic energy,[95–100] but FSPP has also been believed to represent
the minimum[102, 103] (Figure 5.3). Thus, it was questionable, if the true minimum energy
morphology had been identified.
We performed full proton configuration sampling and large number of DFT calculations for
the four morphologies. According to the electronic energies, the dodecahedron is destabilized
when compared to other morphologies, because of the van der Waals forces. ESPP was found to
have the lowest total energy, with used methods (MP2, and DFT with and without dispersion
corrections). However, differences in energetics are small enough for the fractions of different
cluster morphologies to change significantly, when the temperature dependence caused by the
proton configurational entropy is included. The dodecahedron has a larger number of ener-
getically low-lying proton configurations than the other morphologies, and thus the fraction of
dodecahedral cluster species grows above 30% at approximately 230 K.
In the second article, we also studied the effect of hydrogen bond connectivity parameters
(HBCs, see Section 3.3) on the energies of the ice clusters. We observed that the energetics of
the partially four-fold coordinated clusters (small ESPP, FSPP, and FC) are mostly determined
by the same factors as the exclusively three-fold coordinated polyhedral water clusters (PWCs).
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Figure 5.3: The four low-lying morphologies of (H2O)20: the dodecahedron (a), (b) ESPP, (c)
FSPP (d) FC.
Figure 5.4: The minimum energy structures for protonated clusters (a) the (H2O)20H+ and (b)
(H2O)21H+, as represented in [85].
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Figure 5.5: Different sized ice nanodots on boron nitride film. (a) the 16-molecule nanodot
and (b) the 42-molecule nanodot. The white, red, green, and blue spheres represent hydrogen,
oxygen, boron, and nitrogen atoms, respectively. Hydrogen bonds are marked with purple
dashed tubes.
Thus, the number of ADD-ADD, AAD-AAD bonds and number of sequences of such bonds like
AAD-AAD-AAD are significant factors in the energy of a proton configuration. However, some
additional parameters that cannot exist for PWCs were found to be significant, e.g., the numbers
of AAD→AADD bonds and AAD→AAD→AADD sequences.
5.2.2 Ice Nanodot on a BN-Film
In article III, we represented a software intended for studying proton configurational entropy.
In addition to the generation algorithm (described in Chapter 4), the program includes tools
to analyze configurations using the HBCs. We also demonstrated how the HBC analysis (also
employed in the paper II) can be used to find the lowest energy structure for a large finite
formation with millions of configurations, by using similar, but smaller, system to extract the
significant parameters. This is important, as the number of DFT studies of ice nanosystems is
growing, where the accurate system description is crucial.
The demonstration system used in the article was an ice nanodot on the BN-film, observed in
experiments.[22–24] For this system, we used the HBCs of a 16-molecule dot (Figure 5.5(a)) to
find the optimal bonding parameters for the 42-molecule system (Figure 5.5(b)). We performed
a large number of DFT calculations and found out that the numbers of AAD-AAD, ADD-
ADD, DD→AD, AA→AD, DD→AAD, and AA→ADD bonds are unfavorable for the energetics.
We then used this information to perform a limited generation of proton configurations and
observed that there are only 175 isomers of the 42-molecule dot with 0 unfavorable bonds,
and by randomly picking one of these configurations, we were able to reduce the energy of the
previously published configuration[22] by 23.39 kcal/mol. Thus, the HBCs can be effectively
used to generate accurate enough model systems.
5.3 Exchange and Correlation Functional and Basis Set
Performance
Throughout this thesis, most of the calculations related to ice are performed using DFT, which
requires a selection of the exchange and correlation (XC) functional. In this work, the selected
functionals were the PBE[39] and PW91[40]. In addition to grid based GPAW[31, 32], some ge-
ometry optimizations were performed with CP2K[34] quantum chemistry software that requires
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of basis set and exchange and correlation functional performance.
a basis set selection. The most commonly used basis set was DZVP-MOLOPT-SR-GTH.[48] In
this section, I compare the performance of the PBE functional with the other commonly used
functional BLYP (Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr).[104, 105] I perform the comparison using binding en-
ergies of individual molecules of an FSPP ice cluster. Simultaneously, I compare the accuracy of
the used basis set with three more complete basis sets DZVP-MOLOPT-GTH, TZVP-MOLOPT-
GTH, and TZV2P-MOLOPT-GTH referenced later as dzvp, tzvp, and tzv2p, respectively. In all
the calculations, the DFT-D3 dispersion correction[41] was used.
To compare the XC-functionals and the basis sets, I performed geometry optimizations for
a single proton configuration of FSPP using both considered functionals (PBE and BLYP) with
all basis sets (dzvp-sr, dzvp, tzvp, tz2vp). After the optimizations, I removed molecules from
the structure one by one and calculated electronic energies (Eelec,n, where n is the number of
molecules in the structure). Molecules were removed layer by layer, starting from the ends of
the tube. The binding energy per molecule at each step was calculated as
(5.2) Eb,n =
Eelec,n
nEH2O
,
where EH2O is the energy of a single water molecule with the corresponding setup. The Eb,n
are represented for all the calculated setups in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6 clearly indicates that using smaller basis sets does not markably lower the accu-
racy in which PBE and BLYP reproduce the energetics. Especially the PBE energy difference
between the smallest (dzvp-sr) and the largest basis set (tzv2p) is rather small. There are
some differences between the PBE and BLYP, as the binding energy calculated with BLYP is
significantly smaller. This energy difference is due to the known overbinding of PBE, and the
underbinding of BLYP.[69, 106]
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Ice is an interesting substance, as it has multiple crystalline structures.[3] In addition, for each
phase, with fixed oxygen positions, there exists a huge number of energetically nearly-degenerate
isomers with different hydrogen atom positions, i.e., proton configurations. Another fascinating
feature of ice is the ’residual’ entropy present at 0 K.[8–10] This phenomenon is caused by the
energetic barriers large enough to prevent morphosis from one proton configurations to another
at low temperatures. Thus, ice cannot be stabilized to the most stable configuration, even when
the small differences in enthalpy overcome the entropic term.[8]
The most common phase for ice is the hexagonal ice Ih, which has approximately (3/2)N
effectively degenerate proton configurations.[8] In ordinary ice, all possible configurations are
present, and ice Ih is ’proton disordered’. By doping the ice with alkali metal hydroxides, the
energy barriers can be diminished at low temperatures (< 72 K),[75, 76, 107] and the system
reduces to the ’ordered’ low-energy configuration, known as ice XI. This phase is often claimed
to be ferroelectric with CmC21 space group.[11–18] The DFT calculations of this thesis do not
support these findings, as the forming electric field is seen to destabilize the structure. Thus,
ice XI must be antiferroelectric in nature.
The problem of proton configurational entropy also occurs for icelike systems such as ice clus-
ters[20, 21] and nano-scale formations that occur on substrates, such as boron-nitride film.[22–
24] These confined systems contain less than four-fold coordinated molecules, which cause some
additional features. The number of configurations is larger due to smaller number of con-
straints for molecules. However, the configurations are not energetically as degenerate as in ice,
as there are significant energy differences between different bonding patterns that arise with
three- and two-fold coordinated molecules.[62, 108] In addition, the strained angles present in
icelike systems cause changes in energetics.[109]
In this thesis, it was observed that proton configurational entropy plays a significant part
in the icelike systems observed in the nature. For example, for (H2O)20 the dodecahedron is
stabilized in finite temperatures because of the larger number of low-lying configurations when
compared to the other (H2O)20 morphologies. This entropic term, however, has a counter-
effect, as the large number of configurations is caused by the smaller number of hydrogen bonds,
causing reduction in the enthalpies for the morphoogy. Thus, the energetics of (especially small)
ice clusters are a delicate matter.
Taking the entropic terms into account is much easier for icelike systems than for ice. This
is because the large energy differences of proton configurations that cause most of the isomers
to have negligible contribution to the entropic term. Finding the appropriate configurations
can be done without any ab initio calculations by classifying isomers according to bonding
patterns, i.e., finding hydrogen bond connectivity parameter values. By selecting only clusters
with favorable bonding patters, the computational load of a study related to entropy of icelike
systems can be significantly reduced. For instance, in the case of BN-nanodots studied in the
paper III, the number of considered isomers could be reduced to a tiny fraction of the total
number of proton configurations by using a few parameters.
Studying ice and icelike systems and their reactions computationally is challenging because
of proton disorder. A poor proton configuration choice for the model system can alone change
the observed behavior radically. In addition, even if the best possible configuration is used,
ignoring entropic effects can give a qualitatively incorrect physical picture. To aid in studying
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proton configurational entropy, computational tools were developed in this thesis. The software
introduced in article III is intended for the generation of model systems and for studying
the entropic effects. The generation of isomers can be performed for any morphology, as the
software has features for finding all/symmetry independent proton configurations. In addition,
the program package allows generation of a single configuration with desired features.
The algorithm used to find the symmetry independent proton configurations was also im-
proved in this thesis. This was done by limiting the number of performed symmetry operations,
achieved using pre-screening of the symmetry operations. Additionally, ways to analyse the ef-
fects of hydrogen bond connectivity parameters to proton configuration energetics were studied
and implemented in the software.
6.1 Summaries of Articles and the Author’s Contribu-
tions
In this section, the contents of the four articles of this thesis are summarized, and the contri-
butions by Pauli Parkkinen are described.
Article I
In the first publication, the energetics of the (H2O)20 and (H2O)20H
+ were studied. The studies
were motivated by the finding that the (H2O)21H
+ is a magic number cluster.[20, 21] In this
article, the most stable morphology of the (H2O)20, namely “edge sharing pentagonal prism”,
was studied by generating all symmetry independent proton configurations and doing geometry
optimizations with DFT and MP2. The best proton configurations of ESPP and dodecahedron
were used to generate models for the (H2O)20H
+. These configurations were compared with the
previously found minimum structure (WH+) of a empirical potential study. The (H2O)20H
+
energetics were found to be determined by the local geometry of the H9O
+
4 Eigen complex,
dispersion forces, and the number of hydrogen bonds in the particle. Because of these factors,
the WH+ was found to be the most stable structure.
Pauli Parkkinen performed the structure generation, executed most of the calculations,
created majority of the images, and wrote large parts of the manuscript.
Article II
In the second paper, the energetics of the four energetically low-lying (H2O)20 morphologies,
’edge sharing pentagonal prisms’ (ESPP), ’face sharing pentagonal prisms’ (FSPP), ’dodeca-
hedron’, and ’fused cubes’ (FC) were studied. The topic was interesting, as the lowest energy
morphology had not been determined reliably. The contributions of proton configurational
entropy, dispersion, zero-point energy, and vibrational effects to the relative stability of the
morphologies were considered. The calculations indicated that ESPP is the lowest energy mor-
phology at 0 K, but the increasing temperature raises the fraction of dodecahedral clusters.
The effects of the temperature to the infrared spectrum of (H2O)20 were also simulated using
the harmonic approximation and DFT. In addition, an effort was made to find the hydrogen
bond connectivity parameters that affect the electronic energies of the clusters the most, and
to derive equations for the electronic energy of the (H2O)20 morphologies as a function of these
parameters.
Pauli Parkkinen generated all the geometries, performed all the structure optimizations,
generated the infrared spectra, composed most of the images in the article, analysed the results,
and wrote the first version of the manuscript.
Article III
In the article III the ice package software was published alongside with novel approaches to the
removal of symmetry identical proton configurations. In addition, calculations and analyses
were performed to demonstrate the features of the computer program. In the article, the power
of the hydrogen bond connectivity parameters in the search for the lowest energy isomer was
demonstrated for an experimentally studied[22–24] structure of ice nanodot on a boron nitride
film.
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Pauli Parkkinen developed the novel approaches to the generation of proton configuration,
programmed the presented software, performed all tests and calculations, prepared most of the
figures, and wrote the initial manuscript.
Article IV
The final work of this thesis studied the proton ordering in hexagonal ice by studying proton
configurations of ice films with or without the presence of NaOH and Pt(111) substrate. Mo-
tivated by the claims that ice XI is ferroelectric,[11–18] we performed DFT calculations and
observed that ferroelectricity destabilizes ice, although ionized natrium hydroxide can cancel
some ferroelectricity due to barrierless movement of the hydroxide ion in the ice film. Addition-
ally, the Pt(111) was seen to cause similar effects, as the metal screens some of the depolarization
field of the ice film.
Pauli Parkkinen did all the calculations, analysed the results, created most of the figures,
and composed the initial manuscript.
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